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Holiday Penalty Period Axed
University President William
T. J erome has given his approval
to Faculty Senate action that
recommended the elimination of
the $5 fine before and after
holiday periods and proposed that
the University adopt the quarter
calendar in September, 1968.
Dr. Jerome's action on the Senate's recommendation concerning the fine means that the fine
will be discontinued, effective
immediately.
The reference to the penalty
period before and after vacations
will be eliminated beginning with
the publication of the 1967-68
catalog.
Dr. Jerome said that, as
the Senate recommended, the
Registrar will continue to collect
and mainatin a record of the
number of absences by class
section during the time formerly
classified as penalty periods.
PEOPLE WILL say they're in love. Jean
Deis, tenor, and Sophie Ginn, soprano, are
cast in the lead roles of "La Boheme," Puc-

cini's famous opera to be presented by the
University's School of Music Friday and Saturday. (Photo courtesy of News Service).

Music School To Present
'La Boheme' This Week
The University's School of
Music, encouraged by last year's
successful production of the
opera "11 Trovatore," will present "La Boheme" Friday and
Saturday.
"La Boheme was chosen because of its delightful music and
fast-moving story," Dr. James
P. Kennedy, director of the
School of Music, said.
"La Boheme" Is a combination of romance, comedy,
and tragedy and portrays four
poverty-stricken but easy-going
Bohemians who have their lives
disrupted when two members of
the quartet fall In love.

Jean Deis, tenor, and Sophie
Ginn, soprano, have been cast
in the lead roles of Rudolpho,
a poet, and Mimi, the girl he
loves. Both Mr. Deis and Miss
Ginn are veteran professional
opera singers.
Other major characters will be
portrayed by baritones William
H. Duvall, Dr. Robert W. Hohn
and Warren W. Jaworski, and
coloratura soprano Myrtle Pappas. All are School of Music
faculty members except Miss
Pappas, of Perrysburg, O. She
is a professional opera singer
taking graduate work at Bowling
Green.

Rash Of Vandalism Hits University
A rash of vandalism hit the
campus last weekend with many
telephones and lamp cords being
damaged in men's residenc
halls, according to Capt. Robe
C. Achtermann of the Unlvers
Police.
Destruction consisted of . i
damaging of 54 phones and the
cutting of lamp cords, a television cord and the cords on
three water coolers. Also reported was the destruction of a
cigarette machine.
All damage took place In men's
residence halls with Kohl Hall
being the hardest hit. Ten phones
were destroyed in Kohl, six in
Rodgers, 12 In Harshman A, eight
in Harshman R, 15 in Krelscher
D, and three in Conklin Hall.
On 49 of the phones, the receivers
were cut completely off and on
five phones the lead wire was
severed, Capt. Achtermann said.
Kohl Hall also had four floor
lamp cords severed and the plugs
taken.
The cord to the new

color television set in the lounge
was cut and the plug stolen,
and the cords to four water
coolers were cut with the plugs
taken. "All cords and phone lines
were cut with a knife or an other
sharp instrument," Capt. Achtermann said.
A cigarette machine in Harshman A was damaged with an undetermined number of cigarettes
taken, according toCapt.Achtermann.
"All damage occured sometime between midnight Saturday
and 8 a.m. Sunday," Capt.
Actermann said.
"Under the Ohio Revised Code
this weekend's activltiy is considered malicious Injury to property, that includes the destruction of any communications equipment. The penalty for :his
is a maximum fine of $10,000
and/or 10 to 20 years," Capt.
Achtermann said.
Police are presently Investigating.

The three student soloists
are Alton Spencer of Toledo,
Angus Watkins of Pemberville,
and Dennis Stone of Canton.
Students also will comprise
the orchestra and chorus, conducted by Dr. Charles P. Gigante, director of orchestral activities at Bowling Green.
Both performances of "La Boheme" will be at 8:15 p.m. in
the Main Auditorium of University Hall.

1 ID Validation I
I Change Made I
jjjj A new policy concerning the jjjj
jjjj validation of student identlf- :£
jiji lcatlon cards was announced jjjj
:•:• yesterday by the Registrar's jg
jjjj Office.
I
jjj Validation will not be made ijij
jiji on the ID card, but by proof ijij
jiji of possession of the student's :•:•
jiji fee payment receipt. This ijij
jiji receipt must be presented ijij
jjjj when the ID is used.
iji;
jiji Duplicate ID cards still can ijij
gibe obtained from the Reg- :•:•
jij: istrar's office and duplicate :j:j
jjjifee payment receipts will be jjjj
jiji issued by the Bursar's Office, jjjj
jjjj Plastic folders for the ID jjjj
jjjj card and fee payment receipt jiji
jjjj will be furnished to students jij:
jjjj when they are available in a jij
jjjj week or two.
ji-i
Sj Using the receipt as val- iji
ijijidation will avoid having the j:j:
jjjj student stand in line and will jiji
jjjj allow the Registrar's office to jij:
jjjj replace sophomore and junior j:j:
iji;ID cards by Easter with new £
ijij cards similar to the Fresh- jjjj
:j:jmens'.
jjij
&:*:*x-x*:-:-$:*:*:w^

He added that classroom instructors will be asked to continue to maintain
attendance

records with the understanding
that the requested reporting of
these total absences to the Registrar will be eliminated, which
was also part of the Senate's
recommendation.
The President's action on the
calendar issue is subject to a
final recommendation of the Academic Council, which will be
made on or before Nov. 15, 1967.
The Academic Council resolution which the Senate approved
at its November meeting said,
in part, that the University
should plan for the adoption of
the quarter calendar with the
autumn quarter (September,
19r>8.) provided that in the interval between now and Nov. 15,
1967, such important items as
curricular adjustments, faculty
load, catalog copy. University
student
regulations, advisement and other such matters
pertinent to the change- over have
been properly resolved to the
satisfaction of the Academic
Council.

Schmeltz Resigns Post
As BG College Dean
The resignation of Dr.William
F. Schmeltz as dean of the College of Business Administration
at the University was announced
Jan. 19 by President William
T. Jerome III.
Dean of the college since 1960,
Dr. Schmeltz called the move
" a redirection of my personal
career." He said he was leaving
the post next August to return
to teaching and research.
In the past few years. Dean
Schmeltz has become heavily Involved in research activities and
is currently serving on two research advisory panels for national accounting organizations.
He said these activities would
probably be expanded in the near
future.
Dr. Jerome accepted the resignation with regret and praised
the progressive leadership Dean
Schmeltz gave the College of
Business Administration. He said
a committee will be established
to work with the administration
in naming a successor.
Under DeanSchmeltz'sdirectlon, the College of Business
Administration has geared Its
curriculum to the rapidly changing American business scene.
One of the best examples of the
College's awareness of businesses' needs is the two-yearold International Business program.
Other programs started in recent years to give students the
best possible business background include a College honors
grogram, a Division of Business
Research and a continuing education program for area firms
and alumni.
Graduate work has been on the

Dr. William Schmeltz
increase, too. Last year, the
College's Master of Business
Administration program became
only one of 67 intheUnltedStates
to receive top accreditation from
the American Association of Collegiate Schools of Business.
Dr. Schmelta joined the
Bowling Green faculty In 1946
as an accounting instructor. In
1954, he was named professor
and chairman of the department
and became dean six years later.
A native of Toledo, Dean Schmeltz is a graduate of Libbey
High School and the University
of Toledo. In 1947. he was awarded a master of business administration degree from the
Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration and last year
earned his PhJD. from Western
Reserve University.
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YAF PERSPECTIVE

Generation Of Radicals
By PAUL CEBOLYS
Columnist
It's about time again to hear
someone decry the apathy at
Howling Green so we can be reminded of our sorry state and
return to our normal indifference

Food And Hope
How many are the hungry?
Too many. They increase faster than food can be grown to feed
them. In 30 years, by conservative estimate, 85 per cent of the
world's population will be concentrated in the underdeveloped nations.
The amount of food available then will not be sufficient, if it were
to be equally divided, to support life.
The tragedy of this grim problem is that no one knows how to
solve it. Some of the developed nations can increase their food production, to a degree. Others, such as the Communist nations,
arc shackled by the ideology of collectivism and have yet to be
able to feed themselves. In the underdeveloped nations, a combination of religious mores, ignorance, and a disregard of tomorrow's
needs to satisfy today's hunger, works against food production.
Some method of population control must be found, as ('resident
Johnson pointed out in his State of the Union message.
Methods to grow more food on each arable acre must be developed. The !;ood and Drug Administration's recent approval of the
use of "fish flour," a protein concentrate, opens the way to harvesting the seas and alleviating the protein concentrate, opens the
way to harvesting the seas and alleviating the protein shortage the
world now suffers.
I he shortage of fertilizers must IK- met by construction of new
plants and facilities. Unfortunately, in the areas where fertilizers
are most desperately needed, hunger has created a political insiahillty thai discourages capital investment.
Scientists have pointed out that the world must be cautious in exploring new ways to gel more food-from the land. The increased
use of pesticides to insure bigger crops, for example, presents a
problem onlv recenily realized. Pesticides drain into rivers and
streams and ultimately, into the ocean. There the pesticides concentrate in diatoms, a miseroscopic algae that fish feed upon, and
thus threaten the supply of fish.
I ven more- Important, the replenishment of the' world's supply
of atmospheric oxvv.cn is largely dependent on the diatoms. If pesticides redue< the diatom population, ecologists say, we may find
ourselves running out of air 10 breathe. The evidence at hand of
this form of water (and eventual air) pollution is sufficient to warrant a major assessment before a further disruption of eCOlogiC
balance takes place.
The problem of world hunger on a massive scale is not only the
most serious ihe world has ever faced, it is nearly upon us. By
1980 the majority of the world will be desperately hungry. The political repercussions of starvation could be catastrophic; how can
a government remain stable, faced with a starving people?
The problem cannot be solved by the West alone, nor by any of
those nations that are now more than two-thirds of the way down the
road to mass starvation. It can only be solved by a collective
world effort, one more reason why the l-ast and West must reach
a detente or suffer the consequences of hunger and starvation abroad
in the world in proportions beyond imagination.
Within 12 years the children under 15 in the underdeveloped
nations of the world will outnumber the population of the developed
nations. What hope will they have left, other than anarchy, if they
are starving?
(Chicago Sun-Times)

Number Oue China Watcher

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

New Curriculum Has
Realistic Courses
Beware, studentsl
Though you are innocently unaware, Howling Grow is sapping
your hard-earned capital in exchange for half--nayl--less than
hall an education. The courses
you arc taking are not really
preparing you for the adult world
you must someday face. But this
unethical tomfoolery shall not
continue. What this campus truly
needs, besides a good five-cent
cigar, is a more practical and
realistic curriculum. Perhaps
these valuable sample courses
can give you some idea-

Our Expanding Role
To expand our role as the stimulator of campus thought, the News
is adding a new group of columnists.
Whereas, last semester our columnists came primarily from the
ranks of the School of Journalism, the new group is wholely composed
of non-journalism students.
We plan to increase our publication of columns from one or two
a day to two or three.
Appearing regularly in Tuesday's edition will be Mike Kuhlin,
I.arry Fullerton, a John I'.igelow- I'aul ' lOboiys combination and a
Charlie Tabasco-Dave Ueorgt-Tom Shelley combination.
In Wednesday's News will be Lyle Greenfield, Jack Hart man and
the guest column.
Thursday's editorial page will feature Oeorge T.raatz, Charles
Anderson and William Moss.
On Friday Kogcr llolliday, Jim Taft, Scott Creason and Pred
/ackel will contribute regularly.
Other editorial page plans include an amended News I'lan for the
second semester, expanded editorial comment, more space devoted
to letters to the editor and increased contributions from faculty and
administration spokesmen.
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INTRODUCTION TO BUCKPASSING. 3, I. II. An in-depth
study of shrinking responsibility
with emphasis on blaming the
other fellow, President Johnson,
am1 your mother. Student must
supply his own scapegoat. Staff.
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APPRECIATION OF TELEVISION. 3. I, I". Exposes stu-
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columns in the News do not necesNaiily iclloct il««- opinion*
of the University Administration, faculty 01 staM .n the i>t«»ie
ol Ohio. Opinions expressed by columnists do not itoccfcsurily
reflect the opinions of the B-G News.
Editoiials in the
News reflect the opinion of the majority of members ol tinB-G News Editorial Board.
*.*:<*^x:x>:wx^

with a minimum of disruption.
Almost every month since
school began, some student, professor or graduate has lamented
the lack of concern for the more
important issues of our hectic
world. They have a point.

•*•:
;X

dents to such contemporary masterpieces as "The Beverly Hillbillies" and "Pett ic oat Junction". Development of glassyeyed stare and dim awareness of
reality guarranteed. Prerequisite I.Q. below 70. Dr. Gumbody.

ADVANCED DEGENERACY.
3. I. II. Trains student in the
fine arts of beer-guzzling, wifebeating, and general slobism.
Student must supply his own potbelly. Text: National Enquirer.
Dr. Pryfocal.
PROFESSIONAL NARROW MINDEDNESS. 3. I, II. Special
courses designed for students
seeking careers in the fields of
education and politics. Student
receives first- hand illustrations
by visit to local draft boards.
Dr. Dingbat.
Frank D. Gabrenya

That Yellow Sensation
Stealing coats can give a personal satisfaction, a feeling of
belonging, to someone clses
property.
One might also be lucky enough
to find some gloves or car keys
in the pockets, which makes
stealing coats much more amusing. With coats the selection
is almost unlimited, and almost
no risk involved. You simply
walk by any coat rack at theCanrerbury, J. Alfreds, the North-

gate or any other establishment
and pick out your favorite.
Sound easy, well it is.
And oh, that spine-tingling sensation as the strip of yellow
slowly moves up your back.
This is your friendly tip-giver
saying to all fellow thieves, keep
up the bad work and remember
the worst you can get if caught
is one to five years hard labor.
John Bigelow
249 Manvllle

Bowling Green is not Berkeley.
We have pickets to stand in front
of a Christmas tree, but we
haven't needed police "escorts"
out of the power tower (although
we have had proposals to blow
it up).
Conceding that we are less
active than our fellow students
on the West coast, this leaves
us with two questions: should
we really try to catch up with
their advanced state and if the
answer to that is yes, then how
best can we go about it.
I am afraid that I must agree
with our monthly moaners and
concede that there is more
"cornfield and village" mentality
here than we would like to admit
and that this should be changed.
So. how should we do it? The
small percentage of ever vocal
radicals, the Young Americans
for Freedom and the Students
for a Democratic Society, have
extended somewhat the opportunities for participation.
The editorial page of the B(i
News keeps another door open for
the brave few who will put their
thoughts to paper and sign their
name to it. But even this leaves
the majority of students with a
desire for some other option.
To most students those radicals of the right and left are a
group of which they want no part.
Too many though, make the mistake that if an issue is debated
about or acted on by these radicals then it can't have any real
importance for the sane people
who don't get involved. They're
wrong. The draft, higher taxes,
civil rights. Vietnam; they affect us all.
This leaves but one place for
the B.C. student to turn and that
is to the regular campus political parties, the Young Republicans and the Young Democrats.
But while this has been a year of
increased political activity here,
the regular parties have been
unusually dormant.
Except for helping Govenor
Rhodes cut a ribbon uptown and
eating with Senator Reams out
at the Holiday Inn neither group
has been heard from this year.
Maybe we shouldn't become a
carbon copy of Berkeley (we
would have to import too many
palm trees and Communists).
But if we are going to grow up
and realize that, baby WE are
what is happening, we are going
to have leadership and action.
The radicals of Y.A.F. and
S.D.S. are making their moves
and unless you want them to be
the only voices heard here at
B.C. now is the time to let your
opinions be heard.
Time has said that our generation of 25 years and under
"will soon be the majority in
charge". Unless you want toforsake the place your education
is earning for you, now is the
time to start directing the world
in which you are going to spend
the rest of your life.
Politics is no longer just for
lawyers, crooks, and political
science majors. It affects us all
to a considerable degree.
So, unless you like having
someone telling you how to live,
now is the time to demand that
the group that suits you best
faces up to its responsibilities
and makes room for youl

*
The News welcomes letters:]:
X-to the editor. Letters should':'
X.be typewritten ond signed by v
:-:;the author and carry his type-'.;:
•^written
name, address andv
:vphone number.
;X
•:•:
As many letters as possible:'*
X-will be published within thejj:
•Xlimits of space, good taste;X
:*and laws of libel. The News*:
preserves
the right to edit;X
•Xletters more than 30C wordsX;
X; in length.
;X
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Placement interviews I
Representatives from the companies listed below will be on
campus next week for interviews.
Details may be obtained from
the Placement Office.
Feb. 13
Social Security Administration: Check with Placement Office.
Ohio Dept. of Highways: Acctg.;
Real Estate; Sec.: Pub. Rel.;
Bus. Adm.; Math.
"Birmingham Schools, Birmingham, Mich:
Check with
Placement Office.
United Air Lines: Technical
and Business only.
•Sandusky Public Schools, Sandusky, Ohio Check with Placement Office.
GT&E Service Corp: Acctg.;
Finance Si Banking.
Ceneral Telephone Co.: Check
with Placement Office.
Jeffery Manufacturing Co.:
Technical Slaes.
U.S. Dept. of Health. Educ.&
Welfare
Acctg.; Stat.; Econ.;
Gen. Bus.; Pers. Mgmt.; Jour.;
Amer. Studies; Eng.; History;
Internat'l Stud.; Math; Pol. Sci.;
Psych.; Soc.
•West Covina Schools, West
Covina, Calif. Check with Placement Office.
El Rancho Unif. Schools, Pico
Rivera, Calif: Elementary and
Secondary.
Vick ChemicalCo. Econ.; Gen.
Bus.; Pers. Mgmt.; Retailing;
Sales: Bus. Adm.
Personal Products Co.: Check
with Placement Office.
Elyria City Schools, Elyria,
Ohio: Check with Placement Office.

*********
Feb. 14
Carnation Co.: Check with
Placement Office.
•Fremont Unified SchoolDist.:
Flem. & Sec.; Ind. Arts; Spec.
Ed.; H.P.E.; Home Ec; Eng.;
Math.
Ohio State University: Graduate Business.
Clark Equipment Co: Accounting and Math.
Nationwide Insurance Co.:
Math and M.B.A.
Parke , Davis & Co.: Acctg.;
Bus. State.; Fin. & Bkg.; Gen.
Bus.; Ind. Mgmt. & Prod; Pers.
Mgmt.; Bio.;Chem.; Econ.; Math;
M.B.A.
Gimbels: Check with Placement Office.
Long ['.each Unified School
Dist.: Check with Placement
Office.
Ex-Cell O Corp.: Acctg.; Bus.
State.;
Ind. Mgmt. & Prod.;
Physics; M.B.A.
Norwalk Truck Lines Inc.:
Check with Placement Office.
International Harvestor Co.:
Accounting and Business Admin.
El Monte School District, El
Monte, Calif. Check with Placement Office.
East Ohio Gas Co.: Check with
Placement Office.
Feb. 14 and 15
•Dayton Public Schools: Elementary and Secondary.
•Anaheim Union H.S. Disi..
Art; Driv. Ed.; English; H.P.E.;
Ind. Arts; Journ.; Lang.; Lib.
Sci.; Math; Music;Science; Spec.
Ed.
• evening also
• • evening only

Educator Urges Aid To Cities

The University's winter graduation class was urged to become
involved in the mainstream of
American society at midyear
commencement, Jan. 28, by Dr.
Harold L. Enarson, president
of Cleveland State University.
"We have become a nation
of kibitzers, eager to criticise
from the security of the sidelines," the commencement
speaker said. He chided the noninvolvement and "let somebody
else do it" attitudes which characterize much of the nation's
population.
"Today's college generation
is ready for bold new adventures in community service,"
Dr. Enarson said while extending
an invitation to the graduates
to include public interest in their
definition of pursuit of happiness.
"We cannot turn our backs on
complexity; nor can we rely on
the experts or others to build
the good society," he added.
President William T. Jerome
III conferred degrees on the 350
graduates during the commencement exercises.TheUniversity's
sixth doctor of philosophy degree was awarded to Robert E.
Gibbons, 719 N. Grove St., Bowling Green. Originally from Sharon, Pa., Mr. Gibbons has been
a teaching fellow at Bowling
(ireen since 1963.
An I llision. ()., woman, Mrs.
Alice E. Nehls, received summu
cum laude recognition. She is
the 41st Bowling Green graduate to earn the "with highest
honor" rating.
Dr. Enarson said the key to
solving much of the nation's ills
was in governemtn because
"only organized governments can
plan and carry out the programs
that will purify the air, make

Placement Office Plans
New 'Locational' Service
A new program to get together employers and job-hunting
students interested in the same
area has been added to Bowling
Green University's placement
services.
Locational preferences, in
fact, are the main concern of
students interviewing for jobs
in the University Placement Office, James L. Gfalloway, placement director, said.
Advancement and salary also
are important to them but the
emphasis on geographical area
is enough to merit special attention.
To help graduating students
find jobs in their locational preferences, the Placement Office
has arranged interview schedules
so the majority of recruiters
from an area will be on campus
the same week. Mr. Galloway
said the area week program was
similar to "native son' programs conducted in many Ohio
cities. These programs informed
students of job opportunities in
their own communities.
Mr. Galloway said that if most
of the Columbus recruiters, for
example, come to campus at one
designated time--within the span
of a few days--he could better
publicize their visit and attract
more students interested in that
area.
Recruiters from the Akron,
Canton, and Massillon area will
be at Bowling Green Feb. 7-10;
the Columbus area, Feb. 13-14;
Dayton area, Feb. 15-17; Toledo,
Feb. 20-24; Cleveland, Feb. 27March 3; Michigan. March 6-10;
Cincinnati area, March 13-14;
and northwest Ohio, March 15- 16.
The area week program will
save time for both the student

and the recruiter. No longer
will a student plan an interview
only to learn that the company
has no division in the locations
he wants, Mr. Galloway said.
Also, recruiters won't have to
spend valuable time talking to

the streets safe, make decent
schools, restore the vitality of
city and state, and guide the destiny of the nation in a dangerous world."
The answer is not more but
better government, he claimed.
He called for a rethinking of
attitudes toward government and
new methods to bring top men
and women from business and the
professions into ful-time government posts, even to the point
of giving them sabbaticals so they
could serve without financial
hardship.

5 Given Honors
At Graduation
Five students graduated with
honors at the winter commencement. They are:
Mrs. Alice Nehls, Elliston,
Ohio, and education major, graduated sum ma cum laude.
Linda Coeding, Mem or, Ohio,
graduated mai;na cum laude. She
is a chemistry major.
Mrs. Patricia Boole lleavrin,
FIndiay, also a chemistry major,
graduated cum laude.
Kutic Tillotson, Fremont! an
education major, gradual ed cum
laude.
Miriam Ferris, (.rover Hill,
Ohio, a business o lucation major,
also graduated cum laude.

"A nation of kibitzers ought
to become a nation of active
participants." he said in urging for a set of new values to
be placed on public service careers whether in politics or civil
service.
"The great cities are sick
and getting sicker," he claimed.
I know of no mayor who is not
trying hard, even heroically,
to turn the tide," he added.
But they and their associates
usually stan> alone and are open
to criticism from all fronts.
He said this situation exists
because the public is not yet
pursuaded that the work of city
hall takes competence, skill and
technical know-how.
Similar conditions exist on
state and national levels. Dr.
Fnarson said.
"It's time to face that we get
exactly the kind of government
we deserve, that there is no
guarantee the American society
will continue to improve. It's
time we understood that we need
a more sophisticated grasp of
government as a tool of the
common purpose," theCleveland
Stale University president said.
He concluded his talk with the
hope that college-trained men
and women would be willing to
commit their energies to good
government anil l>ecomc Involved
in moving this couniry ahead.

TILL
VALENTINE'S
DAY
ANY RED GARMENT
DRY CLEANED FREE

students who are not interested
in the area.
"With this new system, a student will know at once what jobs
are available in the area he is
interested in," Mr. Galloway
said.

A D PI PLEDGES
SAY:
We're glad to be

A D Pi's

When Accompanied By A Like
Gatment At Regular Price
SORRY, NO CRANBERRY OR
PLAID. ..JUST RED.

Example - red dress or red coat
=3injlf^
cleaned free with a dress
~ ^finf* /$%• or coat of any other color.

CHICAGO
PUBLIC SCHOOLS
will have a representative
on campus
Thursday, February 9, 1967
9:00a.m. - 5:00p.m.
and 6:00p.m. - 9:00p.m.

For information about
certification, procedures and
teaching opportunities, arrange
for appointment at:
UNIVERSITY PLACEMENT OFFICE

SEGALLS

SANITARY
DRY CLEANERS
ACROSS FROM
HARSHMAN HALL
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Here's your application
for the 13th Annual
National College Queen Contest
I would Wo to submit iho following name (or Tho National Collogo Quo<n competition. Kindly mail full details and an official
■ niry blanl

AGE

MY NAME
I' -■, my (ancfdai<j\ name)

I ATTEND
I AM

(

i<jf. "i/ coni i J;' utti ■ ■ i )

(name of college or university)

SOPHOMORE

FRESHMAN

SENIOR

JUNIOR

MY MAILING ADDRESS
(or. my (oDiidalo'i addn'ul

(no. and street)

IslOtel

Itiiyl

(zip codol

I c >l>;<:■ i .< -<I tin . cipplicotion when it was publi'.lieH in
|.. .'• . ru"'-,.'! '(•flMWWipoptr in wlinti ll.t'.opplicol.vi-app'-jredt

If you an noniinolinfj someone oilier than yourself, please sign your
name in the vpaco oppo .ito. The onlry blank will be mailed to her
MAIl THIS APP1ICATION TODAY TO: NATIONAL CGUEGE QUEEN CONTEST COMMITTEE
P.O Box 935. New York Oiy. NY. 10023
Deadline This newspaper application must be received in New York City within 10 days from the date of this issue

You can win more than $5,000 in prizes and earn recognition for your school.
It's nomination lime again1 Colleges in all 50 states
are nominating their candidates in the 13th Annual
National College Queen Contest. And the time is
right now—the nominations close soon

didates are judged on their all-around abilities...
they're questioned on current events, fashion, home
economics, career goals and the like.
50 state winners

Send in your name—nominate a liicnd
lots of girls send their own names, so don't be shy!
Freshmen. Sophomores, Juniors. Seniors—all are
eligible. And anyone can make a nomination...
campus groups, fraternities, sororities, friends. Just
fill out the application blank

Every state elects its own College Queen in April.
As a state winner, you'll come to New York City I all
expenses paid I for a 10 day visit and the National
Finals. You'll appeor on a National Television Special, and attend a reception at the United Nations,
theatre trips, backstage visits with Broadway stars,
and the formal Coronation Ball.

Not o Beauty" contest
Those who entered last yeor will toll you that this is
neither a "glamour" nor a "genius" contest Can-

More than $5,000 in prizes
The new National College Queen will tour Europe

from London to Paris to Rome. She'll win a wardrobe of the newest styles, worth $500—and her
own car, a brand new sports convertible. She'll
discover America—travelling from New York City to
Disneyland, including featured appearances at the
Rose Bowl Game and the traditional Tournament of
Roses Parade.
Enter Today
It's easy to enter, fun to nominate. Take a minute
right now to fill out the application yourself. And
how about your club, fraternity or sorority nominating someone? Remember, this is not a typical
"Beauty Contest." It's for the real girl, the allaround girl—it's for you!

The National College Queen Contest is sponsored by Best Foods:
Mdl<
>-' Bo*., a Milt Ar-ip' '■•'', B-1'' Fodi/H "™.vi'> R-*ol MayOflnai$«\ Bon Food*/Moll* r.-*n'* Orotvngs, Koio Com Syrups, Xnoir Soupi. r,*a.mc<a Com Oil. Morolo Margonno. Nucoo
•': ii '■•> *X pp. r-.v • t' "" No i.i-o Sp ■' 5'; ; N/ '■ fjl- 5 't-1'--1'. 8t I»*\ o-d 0, ■.. Sw.-oloS'-oo P.V st-ei o-d Wo«oi Bon F<-od% u o d"-. tffl c' the Com Product! Co^pan/.

■ I *<xtd «■ tO ■— b-" • t*».. (j. Ott "ci "j-t.1 fa*
fki No* j"oi CoUtgo Q-i-"'. j'lpf'o"

i
l
i

v H»N0 *O0*.-i

(coupon for bashful girls)

I
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Going Where They Want To Go

J. Alfred's New 'Old English Pub'
(Editor's Note: This is the
first article of a series in
which the News will feature
the most popular night spots
of Bowling Green University
students. There is no special
order in the places we visit.)

Song of J. Alfred Prufrock."
Today, everyone in Bowling
Green has heard of J. Alfred,
whether they realize it or not.
For J. Alfred has a tavern named
in his honor.

J. Alfred's is Bowling Green's
newest tavern, but In the eyes
of 24 year old owner, Larry
Less than a century ago J. Coffin, it'ssomethingmore. It is
Alfred Prufrock was just another a extension of his personality
character from one of T.S. Eliot's and enthusiasm.
poems. The only place anyone
Majoring four years in English
would know about J. Alfred would
be If he had read "The Love at Toledo University taught him
By TIMOTHY DECAPUA
Staff Writer

The Love Song Of
J. Alfred Prufrock
(Editor's Note: This is the first few lines of Eliot's poem
the one which inspired the name for BG's newest tavern

J. Alfred's.)
Let us go then, you and I,
When the evening is spread out against the sky
Like a patient etherized upon a table;
Let us go, through certain half-deserted streets,
The muttering retreats
Of restless nights in one-night cheap hotels
And sawdust restaurants with oyster-shells;
Streets that follow like a tedious argument
Of insidious intent
To lead you to an overwhelming question. ..
Oh, do not ask, "What Is it?"
Let us go and make our visit.
In the room the women come and go
Talking of Michelangelo...

a love for short stories and
poetry. Thus, the name J. Alfred's.
Says Larry, "I like names of
people--so I chose Eliot's poem.
I thought It was a funny, odd
name when you heard it. And it
means something."
A natural brick wall separates
the two- sided tavern. The north
portion takes on the effect of an
old English pub. A thirty-five
foot long bar made of solid walnut
serves approximately twenty--if
you're fortunate enough to get a
stool. As one sits, he can turn
in any direction to enjoy the
atmosphere. Try looking up to
the chandeliers, and appreciate
them not only for their charm.
They're imported from Spain and
Germany. Behind the bar and over
the glasses hang two pictures,
drawings of men. Larry smiles
proudly when asked about them.
"Got them out of a "Vanity Fair"
magazine that was over a hundred
years old."

movies where a guy's standing
on something like that, swinging
a sword. So I decided to put in
an upstairs, and I think it's
great!"

The walls are lined with huge
framed portraits and a mirror
long enough for two full lengths all brought in from England. The
chairs and tables look antiquely
and fragile, but relaxing in one
tells you differently. The tables
themselves are direct from a
London pub. Turn to your right,
and a staircase leading up to a
landing supports a dozen or more
tables. With the dimmed lighting,
it looks like a hideaway.

The south portion of the bar,
connected to the north by an
archway, takes on an entirely
different decor. In Larry's
words, "It's more like a drinking bar--rough and solid." Heavy
wood beams criss-cross the celling, and instead of chairs and
tables there are rustic booths
lining the walls. The back of this
room serves another type of
recreation, as pool tables were
newly Installed last week.

Why? Turning in his chair and
pointing, Larry beams, "Yousee
that landing? Ever since I was
a kid I've been seeing pirate

What Larry Coffin has done
at J. Alfred's Is what he feels,
only the beginning. "I'm getting
a high beer license, but you

THROUGH THESE doors of J. Alfred's Alehouse is quite an
atmosphere of ye olde English Pub. Added attractions include
folksingers, old time movies, and imported chandeliers.

never know how long these things
take. I understand the town isn't
too anxious about giving any more
licenses. At least that's the
rymor I heard." said Larry. In
the future, he plans to devote
the entire north wall to pictures
(past, present and future) of
B owling Green University athletes.
The word is around that J.
Alfred's Is featuring folk singers.
"That's right." says Larry.
"Every Monday night we're Inviting anyone from B.G. who
wants to sing." Sunday evening
also provides a real treat for the
old-time movie lover.Thetavern
is featuring films of W.C. Fields,
Charley Chaplin, "Our Gang",
and Laurel & Hardy from 8-1200
p.m.--and it's free.

'Posing For Life'... Drawing, That Is
From The Students' Angle
By MICHELLE PRINTY
Staff Writer
Bet you didn't know there's
one job on campus that pays for
"just standing around."
It's the job students have in
the art department as models for
life-drawing classes. But it Isn't
as easy as it sounds.
Just ask any of the students
who have answered the "models
wanted" ad in the B-G News.
The "just standing around"
part means holding a pose for
as long as 30 minutes.
"People think it (modeling) is
nothing but it takes a lot of
muscle control," explains Kerry
Jeanne Kotch, sophomore in the
College of Liberal Arts and a
model since last semester.
There are no prerequisites
for these modeling jobs but the
students must be willing to give
up their time. The girls who
ha"c had previous modeling or
dancing experience find themselves adjusting easier to various poses. They can also hold
a pose longer.
Miss Kotch said the hardest
pose she has had tc hold was
lying on her stomach "doing a
half-way push-up."
How do they pose? The girls
usually wear bathing suits or
leotards. There is a platform
in the life-drawing classroom
about eight inches off the floor
where they often pose with bicycles, flowers, statues, or
poles. According to Barbara B.

Pothier, senior in the College
of Liberal Arts, "the chair is
the classic prop."
How do the art students react
to the models? Miss Pothier commented that "almost 100^ of their
reactions depend upon the model's attitude. If she is proud
of the job she is undertaking
and looks at it intelligently, as
something clean, the students
will respect her."
"By the time the art students
reach the life-drawing class level, they have been exposed to
art and undertake drawing the
human body in the frame of
mind that it is a new theme and
variation in art" added Miss
Pothier.
There are definite advantages
to this university job besides
the paychecks it yields. It gives
the girls further experience in
modeling. Posing also helps them
learn to appreciate art as they
see how different students interpret and execute artistic methods, models said. Said Penny
Sue Helkias, sophomore in the
College of Education, "I enjoyed
modeling because I got to know
the art professors and I received
some nice portraits of myself
and pictures from the students."
According to Martha L.
Beeker, senior in the College
of Education, "modeling for the
an classes is just like any other
service job, but still a unique
experience."

8S

The Professional Stand
The students drift into the
classroom with their drawing
equipment under their arms. At
the front of the room the Instructor is assigning the project.
Behind him on the platform
Valerie J. Swan as s urn espositions she feels will give students
the mood of the project.
Who is she?
Mrs. Swan is one of the pro-

fessional models hired by the
University for the Art Department from the Art Center
Model Agency in Toledo.
She has been modeling here
for the life-drawing classes for
eight years, off and on.Sheposes
occasionally for the sculpturing
classes.
Before coming to Bowling
Green, Mrs. Swan did fashion

WBGU TV-RADIO
WBGU-TV
Tuesday, Feb. 7
5:30
6:00
6:30

Channel 70 Report
...TV Kindergarten
What's New:
"Rio Grande"
7:00
Falcon Focus
7:30
Award Series 1966
8:00
...Men of the Senate
8:30
Four Teachers
9:30
American Memoir
10:00....Accounting Concepts
and Procedures

Wednesday, Feb. 8
5:30
Channel 70 Report
o:00
TV Kindergarten
6:30........
What's New:
7:00
Wood County Report
7:30
News In Perspective
8:30
Cinema 70
"Virgin Island"
10:00....Accounting Concepts
and Procedures
WBGU-RADIO

Tuesday, Feb. 7
3:23
Sign On

3:25

News

3:30«.Portrait of the American
4:00 ....Worlds Famous Music
5:00
Music for Dining
6:00
News
6:10...
Around the Campus
6:15
Over the Back Fence
6:30
Evening Musicale
7:00
Classics of Music
8:30
Evening Concert
9:25
News
10:00
Sign Off

Wednesday, Feb. 8
3:23
Sign On
3:25
News
3:30

Germany

4:00....Worlds Famous Music
5:00
Music for Dining
6:00
News

6:10

Follow the Falcons

6:15
6:30
8:30
9:55

BBC World Report
Evening Musicale
Detroit Symphony
News

10:00

Sign OH

modeling in Detroit after completing courses at the Marguerite
Thornton School of Modeling.She
has danced professionally doing
ballet and choreography work in
Detroit and New York.
As a result of a broken leg she
was forced to give up dancing
was forced to give up her dancing
career. "I don't mind," commented Mrs. Swan, "I enjoy modeling because none of the poses
are hard for me and many are
acrobatic." She can hold one pose
for as long as an hour.
It is easy for her to go in and
out of poses without losing the
essential meaning. Like the student models, she too poses on the
elevated platform. Few props are
used, maybe a chair or table.
She poses undraped.
"I more or less do what I
want," she added, "because I
can usually tell from the Instructor's assignment what type
of pose will be most effectlvefor
the project. It Just comes naturally to me."
When asked If she was ever
disappointed at any of the drawings done of her, Mrs. Swan
replied, "I try to be objective
and see art from the eye of the
artist. After all, art to me is
what I see. not what you see."
She comes from Toledo by
bus three days a week to pose
for the art classes. She said she
doesn't mind the walk from the
bus station to the Fine Arts building because It gives her a chance
to think wh'le she walks.
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Senior To Study At Argonne

"I

MARTIN MOLECKE, University senior, has been selected to
study at one of the best equipped nucaar research centers in
the world located near Chicago. The smile on his face seems
to indicate he'll be happy with his work.

DEADLINES: 5 p.m. Friday
for Tuesday's paper, 5 p.m.
Monday for Wednesday's paper,
5 p.m. Tuesday for Thursday's
paper, 5 p.m. Wednesday for
Friday's paper.

Professor's
Baby Killed
In Accident
l he 10- month-old daughter of a
I niversity professor was accidentally shot and killed by her
7-year-old sister about 12:30
.I.III. Sunday.
Stephanie Jane Newman, the
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. David
Newman, was shot in the head
v. ni: ,i ,22 caliber target pistol.
The accident occurred at the
home of Dr. James Qi.Graham,
Jr.. associate professor of
history, who apparently was
showing his pistol collection to
Dr. Newman, an assistant professor of chemistry.
according to reports, the infant was being held in her father's
lap, when here sister picked up
the loaded pistol from a bed and
it discharg. .1.
I )r. Roger I'catei, Wood County
coroner, ruled the shooting as
death accidental.
The Anderson funeral home is
in charge of arrangements.

RATES: 32c per line, 2
lines minimum, average' 5
words per line.
SEND COPY to classified

Few students interested in a
career in chemical research
would pass up the opportunity
to study and work with top scientists at one of the world's foremost research centers.
Martin Molccke, senior and
son of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Molccke,
Cleveland Heights, is no exception.
I he Cleveland Heights, High
School graduate is the only Ohio
chemistry student selected to
study and conduct research at
A rgonne National Laboratory this
semester. Argonne, near Chicago, in one of the host-equipped
nuclear research centers in the
world.
I echnicalities in completing
graduation requirements almost
forced Molecke to pass up the
Argonne experience, hut a special
decision by Dr. George Herman,
assistant dean of the College of
Liberal Arts, will enable him to
go to Argonne and still graduate
in June as planned.
At Argonne. Molecke will divide his time between research,
lecturers and seminars. "I'm
hoping to gain experience in graduate research methods and reach
.1 decision on whether tospeciali/i in physical or nuclear chemistry," he said.

CAMPUS^CALENnOAR

STAMP OUT YOUNG LOVE
It happens every day. A young man goes off to college,
leaving his home town sweetheart with vows of eternal
love, and then he finds that he has outgrown her. What, in
such eases, is the honorable thing to do?
Well sir, you can do what Crunch Sigafoos did.

When Crunch left his home in Cut and Shoot, Pa„ to go
off to a prominent midwestern university i Florida State)
he said to his sweetheart, a wholesome country lass named
Mildred Bovine, "My dear, though I am far away in college, I will love you always. I take a mighty oath I will
never look at another girl. If I do, may my eyeballs parch
and wither, may my viscera writhe like adders, may my
cver-press Blacks go baggy!"
Then he clutched Mildred to his bosom, (licked some
hayseed from her hair, planted a final kiss upon her fragrant young skull, and went away, meaning with all his
heart to be faithful.
But or the very first day of college he met a coed named
Irmgard Champerty who was studded with culture like a
ham with cloves. She knew verbatim the complete works
of Franz Kafka, she sang solos in stereo, she wore a black
leather jacket with an original Goya on the back.
Well sir, Crunch took one look and his jaw dropped and
his nostrils pulsed like a bellows and his kneecaps turned
to sorghum. Never had he beheld such sophistication, such
intellect, such eavoir fairc. Not, mind you, that Crunch
was a dolt. He was, to be sure, a country boy, but he had a
head on his shoulders, believe you me! Take, for instance,
his choice of razor blades. Crunch always shaved with
I'ersonna Super Stainless Steel Blades, and if that doesn't
show good sense, I am Rex the Wonder Horse. No other
blade shaves you so comfortably so often. No other blade
brings you such facial felicity, such epidermal clan.
I'ersonna Super Stainless Steel Blades take the travail out
of shaving, scrap the scrape, negate the nick, peel the pull,
oust the ouch. Furthermore, Personnas are available both
in double-edge style and in injector style. If you're smart
and I'm sure you are, or how'd you get out of high school
-you'll get a pack of Personnas before another sun has set.
But I digress. Crunch, as we have seen, was instantly
smitten with Irmgard Champerty. All day he followed her
around campus and listened to her talk about Franz Kafka
and like that, and then be went back to his dormitory and
found this letter from his home town sweetheart Mildred:
Dear Crunch:
Us kids had a keen time yesterday. We went down to
the pond and caught some frogs. I caught the most of
anybody. Then we hitched rides on trucks and did lots
of i,IIIsii stuff like that. Well. I must close now because 1
ijut to whitewash the fence.
Your friend,
Mildred

Room for rent for second sem-». 352-5265 (days). 352-51M
after i. p.m.

WAN1 ID. Contact

Hob or r.ruce after 7p.m.Greenview Apts. 352-4005.
I vacancy. Ilasemeni apt. w/
cooking facilities-furnished ineluding l\ • private entrance.
Very reasonable. 2 vacancies.
Rooms private bath-lounge and
rv-evcrything furnished. Very
reasonable. Call 353-3535 after
(' p.m. weekdays or anytime on
weekend.

Guitar instructors wanted. Male
or female for folk and rock 'n'
roll. Must read music. Spratl
Music Center, 130 I . Washington St.
Splash Party coming. Get high for
buddy-breathing. BGSUSCUBAC.
Wanted Secretary for BG News
Business office. Call ext. 3344
for :ln
interview.

THE BOOK THAT SAYS!

BNO THE
Man in DRAFTS
Uniform

Fines for parking tickets
must now be paid in the Student Court's new office in 32
Shatzel. Justices will be holding court in 20 Shatzel.

(Ry the author of "Rally Round the Flag, Roys!",
"Ihltit Gillis," dr.)

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
ROOMMA I I

Pay At Shatzel

with
On Campus MaxQhulman

Student room. Single or double,
male. F. Wooster St. Phone 3545325.
;
;
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,

n„„.
a i- „i
ini I,
?erPs,,y ^a11
'
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...
IORSAII OR Rf-Nl

was Feb. 25 but was in conflict with the fraternity rush
schedule.

A Freshman Class meeting
will be held at 8 p.m. tonight
in the White Dogwood Suite. The
meeting is open to all freshmen.
...
The O micron Delta Kappa
(OI)K) I eadership Conference
has been postponed until April 1.
'I he original conference date

"... This book could well arouse
the public and provide the force
which gets the Congressional
machinery moving."
M VOUH BOUHMUIR'S

$395
IBIOINI
PRESS
N< - York

Who is your ideal date? Thousands use Central Control and its high-speed
computer for a live, flesh-and-blood answer to this question.

I'.S

/ know how to ride backwards on nuj skateboard.

You! ideal dale - such a person exists, of course
But how lo get acquainted? Our Central Control computer
processes 10.000 names an hour. How long would it take
you to meet anl lorm an opinion cl that many people?
You will be matched with live ideally suited persons
ol the opposite sex. right in your own locale lor in any
area ol the U S. you specify). Simply, send S3 00 to Central
Control lor your questionnaire. Each ol the five will be
as perfectly matched with you in interests, outlook and
background as computer science makes possible
Central Control is nationwide, but its programs are
completely localized
Hundreds ol thousands ol vigorous
and ale! subscribers, all sharing the desire to meet their
ideal dales, have lound computer dating lo be exciting and
highly acceptable
All live of your ideal dates will be delightful
So
hurry and send your S3.00 lor your questionnaire.

Well sir. Crunch thought about Mildred and then he
thought about Irmgard and then a great sadness fell upon
him. Suddenly he knew he had outgrown young, innocent
Mildred: his heart now belonged to smart, sophisticated
Irmgard.
Being above all things honorable, he returned forthwith lo Cut and Shoot, Pa., and looked Mildred straight in
the eye and said manlily, "I do not love you any more. I
love another. You can hit me in the stomach all your might
if you want to."
■That's okay, hey" said Mildred amiably. "I don't love
you neither. I found a new boy!'
'What is his name?" asked Crunch.
"Franz Kafka" said Mildred.
"I hope you will l>e very happy!' said Crunch and shook
Mildred's hand and they have remained good friends to
ibis day. In fact. Crunch and Irmgard often double-date
with Franz and Mildred and have barrels of fun. Franz
knows how to ride backwards on his skateboard one-legged.

CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc.

yon see. nil's icell thai ends well—including a shave
H'ilh I'ersonna Sn/ifr Stainless Steel IIla lien and
!'■ ■■ sunna's \iurtnrr in luxury shaciiiH—Hurmu-Shiire. It
• ■>'•. •> in menthol or rcjitilm■: it soaks rings around any

*

••K

22 '■ %,.■•. • * 3i(!.tnoma City. Oklaror.;
.

l-ltl,;.

*
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Swimmers Win Wrestlers Rack Trio
3 Over Break
By ALEX ANGELLE
Sports Writer
The Falcon splashers reeled
off three straight dual meet victories to snap a losing streak
and even the season's slate at
3 and 3.
Their first win was a hardfought 55-49 decision over Kenyon College Jan. 20. They followed up by pasting Loyola of
Chicago the next day, 79-25, then
blasted Ontario last Saturday by
an 88-17 margin.

BG bettered this excellent performance against Loyola when
they destroyed Western Ontario,
87- 17. They lost only one event,
the 200 yd. butterfly.

One- hundred three points, a
dozen pins and only two individual losses added up to a big
two weeks for the Falcon wrestlers.
BG traveled to West Virginia
on Jan 21. and Ball State Jan.
28 and nabbed 34-3 and 32-2
wins respectively. On Saturday,
the Falcons hosted Western Ontario and handled them equally
as well, winning 37-5.
"We wrestled especially well

Hall Of Fame Inducts 2

Leading the onslaught for BG
were Jim Lehmann and Ron Wood.
Lehmann won the 50 yd. freestyle event in all meets, and
against Loyola missed theschool
record by just .6 of a second.

Dodd Retires From Ga. Tech

During Dodd's 22-season span,
Georgia Tech teams won 165
games, lost 64, tied eight and
played in 13 bowl games, win
ning nine.
Called "the old gray fox,"
Dodd was widely km- vn as a
coach who believed college football should be fun and not drudgery.
Among those being mentioned
as Dodd's replacement are two
of his assistants, offensive coach
Jack Griffin and defensive coach
Bud Carson.
SAINTS PICK

NEW YORK (AP)- TheNational
Football League has announced
that its newest team, the New
Orleans Saints, will be stocked
this week with 42 veteran players
from other teams.
The plan is similar to the one
in which the NFL stocked Atlanta last season. The Falcons
will be the only team exempted
from the stocking plan for New
Orleans.
Under the system, each of the
other 14 teams will be allowed
to protect 29 players on their
40-man roster. From the reronimp>- ' i, New Orleans will

Keith (heavyweight)
gained
three pins in his three matches,
including a pin over Ball State's
300- pounder. Keith weighs only
aboui 200 pounds.

Craig Bowman (177-91) dropped down to 177 for the West
Virginia and Ball State meets and
gained two pins. At 191 against
Ontario, Craig won by forfeit.
The other Falcon Individual
records were:
Hartman, 2-1;
Mark Carle (137), 1-1-1 and Kon
Hollo (177), 1-0.
The grapplers, who are now
8-3. meet Toledo ai TU Friday
and then host highly-rated Ohio
State Saturday in Anderson Arena.
The Mid-AmericanConference
championships will be held at
Miami this year, March3-4, The
Falcons are the defending champions.

Hine Named Sports Editor

Little Headlines

Dodd, a former quarterback at
the University of Tennessee,
joined the Georgia Tech staff
in 1931 as an assistant coach.
He became head coach in 1945.

was leading 6-1 when he passed
out in the final period and was
pinned.
Bellard had special praise for
the two Clarks, Ted and Keith.
Ted (130) remains the Falcon's
undefeated wrestler, as he swept
through the three meets with one
pin and two decisions, one of them
by a 19- 1 count.

Other standouts were:
Dan
Ternes (160), who also pinned
three; Bill Burkle (123), pinning
two and winning the other by decision; George Ross (167), one
pin and two decisions and Joe
Krlsko (154) three decisions.

A PAIR of familiar faces to
all those connected with
Bowling Green athletics are
Harold "Andy" Anderson
(left) and Bernie Casey
(right). Both were inducted
into the University Hall-OfFame Saturday, and received
commemoration plaques during halftime of the Ohio-BG
game. Anderson formerly
coached Falcon basketball,
and is now an announcer for
the MAC Game of the Week.
Casey was an outstanding
football player at BG, and is
currently exhibiting his talents as an all-pro end for San
Francisco of the National
Football League.

Wood swept the 200yd.breastroke in each of the meets.
The foursome of Pat Duthie,
Mike Sundburg, Ron Wood and
Sandy Kennedy handled the 400
yd. medley chores rather well
over the break, winning all three
times.
Diver R on/wierlein, back after
an Injury, took first places In
the Loyola and W.Ontario meets.
Against Kenyon the Falcons
jumped off to an early lead which
they never relinquished. They
did it on the strength of seven
first place finishes.
The 200 yd. breastroke won it,
with Ron Wood the victor.
The splashers had no trouble
in dlaposing of visiting Loyola.
They unleashed an attack which
netted them six first places of
the first seven events.
They lost just one event after
that.

ATLANTA Ga.(AP)-The longtime football coach at Georgia
Tech, Bobby Dodd, has announced
his retirement from coaching.
However, the 58-year-old Dodd,
who has been in poor health
recently, will remain at Georgia
Tech as athletic director.

against West Virginia," said BG
wrestling coach Bruce Bellard,
"but although the scores were
high, we did not wrestle as well
against Ball State or Western."
Coach Bellard also said that
Western Ontario claims they have
the best wrestling squad in its
history.
To rub salt Into Western Ontario's wounds, with a little luck
the Falcons could have beat them
40-0.
Warren Hartman (145)

select one player.
Then, the 14 teams will be
allowed to protect two more
players and the Saints will choose
their final two players from

among the eight still available
on each team.
The Saints will receive the protected lists Thursday. They will
announce their choices Friday.
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The B-G News hs a new sports editorfor second semester,
editor Randy Ketcham announced over the semester break.
Tom Hine, a sophomore majoring in journalism, will take
over the post vacated by John Gugger,who had held the posltlon for one year.
Gugger, a senior , has taken a job in Findlay with the Republican-Courier. Several other new names have been added
to the sports staff also.
Jim Meighan, a junior, will return as an assistant sports
editor after a semester layoff. He will fill a position created
by loss of Armas Bruckner, who has also elected to devote
his time to other areas.
Freshman Greg Varley has also been named as assistant
sports editor.

THE BROTHERS OF
DELTA TAU DELTA
SEZ

GO GREEK
Youth Invades Europe '67

$550
21 Days Leave June 10
Return July 2
Invasion Includes:
LONDON, PARIS, ROME, LUCERNE,
HEIDELBERG, AMSTERDAM
Includes all transportation from New York,
via KLM Royal Dutch airlines. Hotels, Breakfast and dinner daily.
PAY LATER PLAN IS AVAILABLE

Contact:

Jane Surovjak
Union Activities Office
Ext. 2231
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UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
In The Union
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Falcon Rally Tops OU, 82-79;
It's 3rd Straight For BG Squad
Clay
Again
By TOM MINI
S|>orts I ditor

For Jim Snycler anil his Ohio
basketball team, seven may be
their unlucky number,
liy a total of seven points the
Bobcats have
dropped
three
games in tht Mid-American Conference. They've managed just
seven victories so far in tht year,
and have won three of their
seven league contests.
Satuday though, it was a couple
of numbers like 82- 79 thai added
up to defeat for (M I, and Howling
Green managed to be on the plus
side df tin mathematics ledger.
The victory marked number
three for r(it- falcons, and they
may be involved in a !>it of number mixup loo.
It was victory three in the
MAC, three in a row, following wins over Western Michigan
and pIndiay over the semester
break, a three-point win, and the
third triumph in front of theMidAm eric as.
From the way the game began,
it appeared that the Falcons would
In lortunate to total three points
in the course of the afternoon.
Of the first nine points scored,
all were recorded on the right
sides of the scoreboards at Anderson Arena.
(Thai meant ("i 9, HC 0.)
Something happened the rest
of the half, however, as coach
Warren Scholler's crew closed
the gap to 37-.13 at intermission.
"We always play bad right after
a l>reak through," said Seholler
after the game. "I wasn't real
surprised- • it's
hard
to get
worked up for a game after sitting, around the campus all week
with evcrvhodv else- home."
Regardless, the second half
proved to lie a game more closely
resembling basketball than the
barnyard variety featured in the
first 20 minutes.
The main thing distinguishing
the two was the shooting of Walt
Piatkowski.
I he i uledo junior managed
31 points for the game, and a
good percentage of them came in
just the right spots.
A jump shot by Walt put HCi
ahead at 16:53 for the first time
In tin entire game, -l 1-40.
Overall better play by the Falcons in the second half was cited
by both coaches as main reasons
for their comeback.
"They shot more and they shot

better in the second half," was
tin way Ol 's Snyder put it. "And
then there's free throws. . ."
he added with a sigh. "We can
usually equal or beat a team from
the field, but at the line Its another story," he continued.
Statistics bear him out.
His Bobcats managed 32 from
the floor to BG's 28. The falcons dropped in 2b of 33 from
the line io 15 of 22 for OU,
however.

In a pair of other games, the
Falcons managed to haul in 2
more wins, one a league contest
over Wester Michigan, the other
against Findlay.
Walt I'iatkowskiledthescoring
parade in the Wester contest,
racking up 24 points as the
Falcons swept a 70-62 victory
from the Broncos.
I lie BG five pulled off to an
early lead, holding a 39-24 halftime edge, then coasted to their
second MAC win.
Top scorers for the Hroncos
were forward Gene Ford, who
collected 18, Reggie l.aceficld
with 16, and 15 by Ron Kidney.

• » •

Against Findlay. the Falcons
rolled up their highest point
total of the year. 10<>, but also
allowed the Oilers to dent their
defense for 98.
Statistics are often dull, but
in ibis case they pain a quite
vivid picture.
For a starter, try BG hitting
on b3 percent of their shots
from the floor, and Findlay on
51 percent. I 'oth managed (>3
percent from the line.
How about Al llairstonclicking
on 80 percent from the floor,
going off with a team high for
the season total of 3b points?
The 6- 1 guard made 16 of 20
field goal attempts, and four
of seven from the line.
Walt
I'iatkowski dropped
through 13 of 20 shots from the
flour, not .i bad afternoon's work,
and Dick Rudgers put in five or
nine.
For the Oilers, forward Hill
/erbe connected on 12 of 18,
and Jerry Carder made 10 of his
20 from the floors. Hoth finished
with 2-1 points.
Jim Carder had 23 to account
for a good portion of the scoring
for Findlay.
The win was the sixth against
five Falcon setbacks in nonleague competition this season.

RUDGERS AGAIN - This
time the Falcons' soph nuard
isn't quite as careful with his
feet, as he steps out of
bounds tcforc poising »!! in
Saturday's game. Photos by
Mike Kuhlin.

He's still the greatest.
Cassius (Muhammed Ali)Clay
proved once again last nignt that
he's number one among the heavy
weights as he defeated top contender Ernie Terrel in a 15 round
decision.
I he win was a unanimous one
for the 25 year old Clay as both
judges and the referee awarded
him 148 points in the bout.
I he fight, staged at Houston's
Astrodome starting at 10:4 .was
marred by anything ranging from
strangleholds, and headlocks to
rabbit punches. "Foul tactics"
is how the announcer summed it
up.
Terrel was at his best through
the first 6 rounds, as the 6-6,
212 pound World Boxing Association champ did most of the
stalking, and seemed to hold the
upper hand.
Round 7 changed all that.
Clay's strong jabs cut both
eyes of the challenger, and hitting
at will, nearly floored Terrel.
I 11 rel managed to put up a
decent defense in the final stages
of thi' round and even managed to
generate sufficient offense to hurt
Clay to an extent.
From then on, it was Cassius
all the way.
Before the fight, the champ
had vowed to "humiliate" Terrel,
and he succeeded well, light
jabs with bis fists, and needling
remarks ("What's my name?")
were aimed to reprimand Terrel
for failing to call Clay by his
preffered name-Muhammed Ali.

S
YA GOTTA JUMP -- A leaping Dick Rudgers takes a rebound
from his (lot-footed OU opponent.

Allen Nets 4 Goals
To Pace leer's Win
By TIM CHURCHILL
Assistant Sports Fditor »
Despite some hectic moments
toward the end of the game, the
Bowling Green hockey team eeked
out a 6-5 victory over the University of Dayton Jan. 22 in the
Liam Arena.
Rick Allen once again, paced
the Falcon attack, netting four
goals and adding an assist for
five points. He scored in every
period, plus a bonus goal in the
opening 20 minutes.
Having taken a pass from P.J.
Nyitray, Allen put the Falcons
on top midway through the first
period when he beat Bruce Kent
from 15 feet out. It was his
13th goal of the season.
Dayton tied it at 1-1 four
minutes later, but Allen put BG
ahead to stay late in the opening
period with a blistering slap
shot from 25 feet away. Bill
Fitch got the assist.
The Falcons exploded for three
goals in the middle stanza. Peter
Gilinson started the goal barrage
at the 8 10 mark, scoring his
fifth goal of the season. Nyitray
and Chip Garnett were credited
with assists on the play.
Garnett bagged his third goal
of the season at the 14 30 mark,
with Allen getting the lone assist
or. •.'•.- = ..«,. e. After a rather slow
start. Chip now has two goals
in the last three games.

Nyitray was called for slashing
at 15:07 of the second period,
and seven seconds after he sat
down in the penalty box, Allen
skated in a'l alone, faked once
and slipped the puck past Kent
to push the score to 5-1. It
was Allen's third goal of the
game, giving him the hat trick.
It was his fourth goal of the
season with the Falcons being
short-handed.
Nick Defusco scored shortly
before the end of the second
period to close the gap to 5-2.
Dayton and the Falcons traded
goals early in the final period,
with Defusco pulling the Flyers
within two goals, at 5-3, with
five minutes gone.
Allen scored his second unassisted goal of the game two
minutes later when both teams
were playing a man short. Nyitray and Dan Purcell were sitting
out two minutes each for high
sticking.
Larry Cappelo scored his
second goal of the game at the
14 30 mark, and it appeared as
if the Flyers wre going to come
back and tie the score after Tim
Blackmer beat Clark Simonds
two minutes later. Simonds held
off the surge, however, and the
Falcons were in the victory
column for the seventh time in
nine games this season.
Simonds finished the game with

20 saves, while Kent stopped 37
BG shots. Twenty-nine of Kent's
saves came in the final two
periods. Simonds had nine saves
in the first period, five In the
second and six in the final stanza.
BG coach Bill Little was particularly pleased with the victory.
After the game he commented,
"We really wanted to win this
one. They (UD) beat us 8-4 last
year in Dayton, and we wanted
revenge. We played well, but
not as well as we could have."
Little is looking forward to the
return of captain Dick Waring,
who has missed the last two
games with a knee injury. He
is expected to be back this weekend when the Falcons play Ohio
Wesleyan in Lima.
Also missing in the Falcon
lineup versus Dayton was Walt
Gansser, who, too is nursing a
knee injury. It is uncertain when
he will be back in uniform.
The victory earned the Falcons
another single season record.
Their previous high was six wins
in one season, that coming last
year when BG finished with a
6-6 record. It was also the
Falcons fourth win without a loss
in the Midwest College Hockey
Association.
Sunday's game with Ohio Wesleyan will be played in the Lima
Arena at 12 noon. The Falcons
blanked OWU 6-0 last season.

